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Obama Brings Back Space Nuclear Power
The Obama administration is seeking to renew the use of nuclear power in
space. It is calling for revived production
by the U.S. of plutonium-238 for use in
space devices—despite solar energy having become a substitute for plutonium
power in space.
And the Obama administration appears to also want to revive the decadesold and long-discredited scheme of
nuclear-powered rockets—despite strides
made in new ways of propelling spacecraft. Last month, Japan launched what
it called its “space yacht” which is now
heading to Venus propelled by solar sails
utilizing ionized particles emitted by the
Sun. “Because of the frictionless environment, such a craft should be able to
speed up until it is traveling many times
faster than a conventional rocket-powered
craft,” wrote Agence France-Presse about
this spacecraft launched May 21.
But the Obama administration would
return to using nuclear power in space—
despite its enormous dangers.
A cheerleader for this is the space
industry publication Space News. “Going
Nuclear” was the headline of its editorial
on March 1 praising the administration
for its space nuclear thrust. Space News
declared that “for the second year in a
row, the Obama administration is asking
Congress for at least $30 million to begin a multiyear effort to restart domestic
production of plutonium-238, the essential ingredient in long-lasting spacecraft
batteries.”
The Space News editorial also noted
“President Obama’s NASA budget [for
2011] also includes support for nuclear
thermal propulsion and nuclear electric
propulsion research under a $650 million
Exploration Technology and Demonstration
funding line projected to triple by 2013.”
Space News declared: “Nuclear propulsion research experienced a brief re-

vival seven years ago when then-NASA
administrator Sean O’Keefe established
Project Prometheus to design reactorpowered spacecraft. Mr. O’Keefe’s
successor, Mike Griffin, wasted little
time pulling the plug on NASA’s nuclear
ambitions.”
Being referred to by Space News, as
“spacecraft batteries” are what are called
radioisotope thermoelectric generators
or RTGs, power systems using plutonium-238 to provide on board electricity on various space devices including,
originally, on satellites.
But this came to an end when in 1964
a U.S. Navy navigational satellite with a
SNAP-9A (SNAP for Systems Nuclear
Auxiliary Power) RTG on-board failed
to achieve orbit and fell to the Earth,
disintegrating upon hitting the atmosphere. The 2.1 pounds of plutonium fuel
dispersed widely. A study by a group of
European health and radiation protection agencies subsequently reported that
“a worldwide soil sampling program
carried out in 1970 showed SNAP-9A
debris present at all continents and at all
latitudes.” Long linking the SNAP-9A
accident to an increase of lung cancer in
people on Earth was Dr. John Gofman,
professor of medical physics at the University of California at Berkeley, who
was involved in isolating plutonium for
the Manhattan Project.
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The SNAP-9A accident caused
NASA to turn to using solar photovoltaic
panels on satellites. All U.S. satellites are
now solar-powered.
But NASA persisted in using RTGs
on space probes—claiming there was no
choice. This was a false claim. Although
NASA, for instance, insisted—including
in sworn court depositions —that it had
no alternative but to use RTGs on its
Galileo mission to Jupiter launched in
1989, documents I subsequently obtained
through the Freedom of Information Act
from NASA included a study done by its

Jet Propulsion Laboratory stating that
solar photovoltaic panels could have substituted for plutonium-fueled RTGs.
And right now, the Juno space probe—
which will get its on board electricity only
from solar photovoltaic panels—is being
readied by NASA for a launch next year
to Jupiter. It’s to make 32 orbits around
Jupiter and perform a variety of scientific
missions.
Meanwhile, in recent years facilities in the U.S. to produce plutonium238—hotspots for worker contamination
and environmental pollution—have been
closed and the U.S. has been obtaining
the radionuclide from Russia. Under the
Obama 2011 budget, U.S. production
would be restarted. Last year, Congress
refused to go along with this Obama
request.
As for rocket propulsion with atomic
energy, building such rockets was a major
U.S. undertaking 50 and 60 years ago, under a program called NERVA (for Nuclear
Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application)
followed by Projects Pluto, Rover and
Poodle. Billions of dollars were spent
and ground testing done, but no nuclear
rocket ever got off the ground. There were
concerns over a nuclear rocket blowing up
on launch or crashing back to Earth. The
effort ended in 1972 but was revived in
the 1980s under President Reagan’s Star
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U.S. Black Sea Buildup Could
Trigger Missile War
In April, 2010 news reports confirmed that the U.S. is to station interceptor missiles
in Bulgaria and Romania as an extension of the Pentagon’s European (and international) missile shield project. Details are still forthcoming, but what is all but certain
is that the missiles are to be land-based versions of the Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense
(BMD) system with Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) medium-range missiles, though there
is already speculation that even more advanced deployments are planned.
Until last month discussions of U.S. missile shield
plans to replace the earlier one
of basing ground-based midcourse missiles in Poland, and
an accompanying X-band missile radar facility in the Czech
Republic, centered on the Baltic
and Eastern Mediterranean
Seas and on Israel and the Persian Gulf, with Turkey and the
South Caucasus (Georgia and
Azerbaijan) expected to be the
next links.
Now it is evident that the
main focus of U.S. and NATO
interceptor missile deployments
will be in the Black Sea region.
The announcement that Romania will host American missiles was made on February 4; the news that Bulgaria
would follow suit was disclosed on February 12.
The Pentagon has acquired the use of seven military bases in Bulgaria and Romania since 2005 (though it used air bases in both nations for the 2003 war against
Iraq and for the ongoing war in Afghanistan), immediately after both countries were
formally inducted into NATO the year before.
Washington has also transformed Georgia on the eastern shore of the Black
Sea into a military outpost on Russia’s southern border and has similar designs on
Ukraine.
In the words of a Moldovan political analyst, “the United States is turning the
Black Sea into an American lake.”
The initiatives began when U.S. Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and
International Security Affairs Ellen Tauscher recruited Romania for inclusion in
Washington’s missile shield system in early February and the Romanian Supreme
Defense Council “approved the proposal of hosting SM-3 land-based interceptors as
part of the Barack Obama Administration’s plans for ‘a gradual-adaptive approach
to the ballistic missile defence in Europe.’”
Another Romanian news source cited a higher figure for U.S. missiles to be
deployed in the nation, 24, and, moreover, lamented that there had been no open discussion or debate on the topic. “There is no public poll or consultation, nor is there
a demand for a referendum.... In Poland and the Czech Republic there was an active
and popular campaign against the Bush proposal for a missile shield and a radar in
their countries. Here there is silence.
“Maybe even the USA is shocked at the ease at which the Romanian public has
accepted the prospect of their country giving its land to Americans to launch missiles
against potential nuclear weapons.”
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A Russian analyst wrote that the stationing of SM-3 interceptors, whether in the
dozens or the scores, is only the beginning of U.S. plans for the region. Or a ploy to
disguise more dangerous designs.
Pavel Zolotaryov, deputy director of the Moscow-based Institute of USA-Canada
Studies, warned that with the deployment of U.S. Patriot (PAC-3) anti-ballistic missiles
in Poland only 35 miles from Russia’s Kaliningrad district and longer-range missiles
elsewhere in Eastern Europe “we are witnessing the ‘creeping
process’ of establishing a European missile defense system within
the NATO defensive perimeter under U.S. supervision and without
Russian involvement....”
The nominal purpose for stationing medium-range groundbased interceptor missiles in nations like Bulgaria and Romania
remains that of the previous Polish-Czech system advocated by
the George W. Bush administration: alleged protection against
Iranian missile threats.
On February 26 Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Andrei
Nesterenko “signaled Moscow’s skepticism about Washington’s
explanation that the interceptors were needed to protect US troops
and NATO allies against the Iranian missile threat, saying...that
Russia has ‘serious questions’ regarding its true purpose.”
In his own words, “We are witnessing again rushed decisions
being made in the ballistic missile defense field in Europe....We
keep having serious questions about the real objective of the U.S.
BMD system. We will continue to oppose all questionable and
unilateral acts that could have a negative impact on international
security.”
In recent days NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen, U.S. ambassador to NATO Ivo Daalder, and former U.S. envoy to NATO and current Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs Alexander Vershbow among
others have reiterated plans for Black Sea nations Georgia and Ukraine to become
full NATO members. (Another former American
NATO envoy, Kurt Volker, recently included
Azerbaijan in the same category.)
On February 26 the U.S. Undersecretary of
Defense for Policy Michele Flournoy was in the
capital of Estonia, Russia’s neighbor and fellow
Baltic Sea nation, and said: “We’ve made it very
clear that even as we seek to find new ways of
working with Russia we also are very clear that
we don’t accept certain of their policies, the assertion of their sphere of influence, particularly in
this [Baltic] region.”
According to the Pentagon, Russia will not be
permitted a “sphere of influence” anywhere on its
borders or off its coasts. Instead the Baltic Sea, the
Black Sea and if Washington can manage it, the
Caspian Sea will be transformed into American
lakes with interceptor missiles and radar bases on
and off its shores.
Rick Rozoff
Stop NATO
Chicago, Illinois
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Delays & Failures in Space Tech –
Time for Conversion
The Department of War “continues to experience delays and failures with components aboard its space and missile defense system due to a shortage of qualified
technical personnel and a general inattention to detail,” reported Space News last
February.
“In satellites and launch vehicles, the U.S. Air Force continues to uncover hardware and software issues, often during the final phase of integration and testing,” the
industry publication noted.
Quality control problems on missile offense systems are “rampant and have resulted in delays in fielding the capabilities for warfighters”.
One would imagine that the Congress, who funds these massively expensive
high-tech space warfare programs, would take note and slow the train down while
they got a handle on this problem. But those Democrats who control the White House
and Congress today continue to shovel the public’s hard-earned tax dollars into this
endless wasteful pit as though everything was fine.
All across America teachers are being laid off, libraries are closing, public hospitals are shutting their doors, road and bridges collapse, colleges and universities raise
tuitions, and social programs are being terminated. The Obama administration has
recently announced the creation of a “Fiscal Responsibility Commission” whose job
will be to lead the attack on the “entitlement programs” which officially are Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid.
But in spite of the evident “fraud, waste, and abuse” being reported with alarm in
aerospace industry publications, the mainstream media and the Congress are remarkably silent. All the government would have to do would be to cancel several of these
high-tech space warfare boondoggle programs and stop funding endless war in Iraq
and Afghanistan and we could quickly set the nation aright.
It was recently announced that Obama's Secretary of Transportation, Ray LaHood,
was in Japan to ride on their high-speed rail as the U.S. is now getting ready to award
$8.5 billion in contracts for 13 regional mass transit rail projects. The U.S. will be
taking bids from Japanese, German and French rail manufacturers. The absolutely
sad part of the story is that there is
virtually no expertise in the U.S.
when it comes to building rail systems. Why can't we convert weapons manufacturing sites into rail
production facilities? Why is the
Congress not demanding that we
do this conversion to rail? Instead
of doing that Congress has just
handed Obama another $33 billion
for more war in Iraq and Afghanistan which is now costing us $12
billion per month. Think about that
number for a moment - we spend
more on war each month than we
will spend ($8.5 billion) to build
13 regional rail systems across the
U.S. (which will take many years
to complete).
The only change we seem to
have gotten from the last election
is that many in the peace movement
no longer believe they can criticize
our government. We hear from
some who call themselves peace
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activists that it is not polite to criticize Democrats. It was fine to rail against George
W. Bush for endless war, massive military spending, off-shore oil drilling, secret
CIA jails around the world, and proposed missions to Mars carrying nuclear devices
on-board, but when a Democrat does the same it is off-limits.
I have spent my entire adult life as a peace activist and have been on the streets
holding signs during the administrations of Reagan, Bush I, Clinton, Bush II, and
now Obama. I have learned enough during these past 28 years to know with certainty
that both political parties have been captured by the corporations who now control
our government. Giving a pass to one party or the other is a fundamental organizing
error if one truly wishes to bring peace to our war ravaged Mother Earth.
I’ve often said, and it must be said here again, loyalty to our movement must come
before loyalty to any political party. Peace, social justice, and environmental sustainability must trump allegiance to either of the two war parties or their politicians.
The great abolitionist Frederick Douglass said, “If there is no struggle, there is
no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom, and deprecate agitation, are men
who want crops without plowing up the ground, they want rain without thunder and
lightning…. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never
will.”
We need to stand up now and repeatedly make demands. Stop endless war. Cut
military spending. Fund human needs. Cancel the plans to move the arms race into
space. Convert the military industrial complex to peaceful production. We also need
to back our demands up with persistent organizing. It’s more than time to rebuild
our movement.
Bruce K. Gagnon
Bath, Maine
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Korea-U.S. Alliance Obstacle to Peace
In July 1953, only 2 months after they signed the “Korean War Armistice Agreement,” South Korea and the U.S. entered into an alliance through the “Korea-U.S.
Mutual Defense Treaty.”A military alliance is an arrangement in which parties come
together for the purpose of a potential war. The South Korea-U.S. alliance is premised
on a temporary truce after the Korean War, and its continued existence means the
state of war has not yet ended.
Article IV: 60 of the Korean War Armistice Agreement recommended that “a
political conference” be held “within three (3) months after the Armistice Agreement is signed”, “to settle through negotiation the questions of the withdrawal of all
foreign forces from Korea and the peaceful settlement of the Korean question.” The
Korea-U.S. alliance contradicts Article IV: 60, which recommend the replacement
of the Armistice Agreement with a permanent peace treaty.

US Bases in Korea and the “Strategic Flexibility”
Doctrine
South Korea is covered with U.S. military bases. U.S. Forces in Korea (USFK)
has 87 bases, which take up a total of 32,000 acres of land. In addition, there are 37
joint training facilities for the South Korea-U.S. Combined Forces, which occupy
more than 49,000 acres of land, and 5 Korean Air Force bases designated “Collateral
Operation Bases” for U.S. reinforcement.

Today, U.S. bases in Korea are being transformed into advanced operation bases
for preemptive strike against North Korea. According to the strategic flexibility doctrine of the USFK, its troops can be flexibly and rapidly deployed at any time to any
place in the world. For example, 3,600 troops of the Second Division were sent to
Iraq in 2004. Strategic flexibility has nothing to do with the main stated role of U.S.
Forces in Korea, which is to serve as a deterrent force against a possible attack from
the north. Rather, it is intended to turn U.S. bases in Korea into launch pads for U.S.
military domination of the world. It violates the Korea-U.S. Mutual Defense Treaty,
which stipulates the stationing of U.S. Forces in Korea with the mission of defending
South Korea from a potential attack from the north.
Furthermore, U.S. bases cause numerous critical problems to local communities,
such as forced evacuation of residents and farmers from their land and disastrous ecological damage. The strategic flexibility doctrine of the USFK must be discarded and
unilateral U.S. base expansions must be stopped. All U.S. bases should be removed
from Korea immediately for the sake of peace on the Korean peninsula, justice for
the people, and preservation of our livelihoods off the land.

The Struggle against U.S. military bases in Korea
After their struggle against the expansion of Camp Humphrey in 2006, residents
of Pyeongtaek continue to fight against the construction of a second landing strip
at Osan Air Base. This additional runway currently under construction is for large
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scale transport planes to quickly dispatch troops and supplies from Korea to conflict
regions all over the world.
Residents of Mugeon-ri are also taking to the streets to stop the expansion of a
military training facility. The Mugeon-ri training facility is used not only by troops
stationed in Korea but also by other U.S. forces abroad, such as the Stryker Brigade
Combat Team in the United States, U.S. Forces Japan, and the U.S. Air Force in
Australia. The site for the planned expansion is home to [rice fields], white herons
and ash trees, considered natural heritages in Korea.
Residents of Jejudo also continue to struggle against the planned construction of
a naval base. The Jejudo naval base will be the base port of the Korean Navy Task
Fleet, mainly equipped with Aegis destroyers. The U.S. plans to use Jeju Island as a
port to deploy nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and Aegis destroyers, because Jeju
Island is strategically located with direct access to the East China Sea. Gangjeong
village, the site of the planned base construction, boasts the only coral reefs in Korea and is the habitat of red soft coral. It was designated by UNESCO as a natural
heritage site in 2002.
It is important to stand in solidarity with the residents of local communities fighting
against U.S. bases in Korea. The “Korea-U.S. Mutual Defense Treaty” which provides the
legal basis for the Korea-U.S. alliance must be abolished. SPARK is part of the struggle
in solidarity with the residents of the local communities of Pyongtaek, Mugeon-ri, and
Jeju Island to resist U.S. bases and carry out our mission to abolish the “Korea-U.S.
Mutual Defense Treaty” and the Korea-U.S. alliance. We ask you for your support and
solidarity with the people in Pyeongtaek, Mugeon-ri, and Jeju Island.

A Peace Treaty to End the Korean War – Key to Denuclearization and Peace on the Korean Peninsula

The so-called nuclear crisis in Korea began in 1957, when the United States first
deployed nuclear weapons in South Korea. The U.S. still extends its Nuclear Umbrella
to South Korea, and preemptive strike against North Korea is central to the U.S.
strategic doctrine, despite U.S. assertions that its nuclear weapons were withdrawn
from South Korea in the 1990’s.
In 2002, the former Bush administration declared North Korea part of an “axis
of evil,” and then carried out a preemptive attack against Iraq, also part of Bush’s
“evil axis.” This was the decisive moment when North Korea began to develop its
nuclear weapons. The U.S. Nuclear Posture Review, released on April 6, 2010 by the
Obama administration, still leaves the door open for the possibility of a preemptive
attack against North Korea.
A 2007 report on North Korea by the Atlantic Council states the root cause that led
North Korea to develop its nuclear weapons is military provocations by U.S. Forces
in Korea. According to a 2005 survey, 85% of South Korean civilians regard North
Korea’s nuclear weapons as a deterrent force against the United States and a means
for self-defense. (Korean Institute for National Unification)
Nuclear disarmament by North Korea is possible if U.S. troops withdraw from
the Korean Peninsula and the Korea-U.S. alliance is abolished. As a condition for
abandoning its nuclear weapon program, North Korea demanded the U.S. abandon its
hostile policies, abolish its Nuclear Umbrella in South Korea, as well as the KoreaU.S. alliance.
The Korean Peninsula still remains at war 60 years after the “Korean War Armistice Agreement” was signed on July 27, 1953. A peace treaty to end the Korean War
can be a definite turning point that leads to denuclearization of the Korean peninsula.
Replacing the Armistice Agreement with a peace treaty and terminating the KoreaU.S. alliance are necessary for peace not only on the Korean Peninsula but also the
broader Northeast Asian region and the world. Denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, facilitated by a peace treaty, along with the Mongolian Nuclear-Weapons-Free
Zone, can become the foundation for a broader North East Asia Nuclear-Free Zone.
SPARK continues to organize a “one million signature campaign” for denuclearization and peace on the Korean Peninsula. We urge your active support and appreciate
your participation in the struggle.
Solidarity for Peace and Reunification of Korea (SPARK)
Seoul, South Korea
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The Abuses of Science: Time
for the Bronx Project

US President Dwight D. Eisenhower is well-remembered for warning the public
in his final address to the nation to “guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex.” But it is
little known that Eisenhower, in that same speech, discussing the current state of the
technological revolution further warned that:
Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by
task forces of scientists in laboratories and testing fields. In the same fashion, the
free university, historically the fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery
has experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the huge
costs involved, a government contract becomes virtually a substitute for intellectual
curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of new electronic computers. The prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by Federal employment,
project allocations, and the power of money is ever present -- and is gravely to be
regarded.
Yet, in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we should, we must
also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy could itself become
the captive of a scientific-technological elite.
Bill Joy, cofounder and Chief Scientist of Sun Microsystems, in April, 2000,
wrote a groundbreaking essay in Wired Magazine, “Why the Future Doesn’t Need
Us” in which he compared new scientific developments in the fields of genetic engineering, robotics, and nanotechnology to the unleashing of the atom. Joy asserts that
we don’t have the maturity as a human race to handle the unintended consequences
of these new technologies, just as we mindlessly unleashed nuclear technology upon
the world without regard to its lethal consequences. There is no known solution to
the storage of radioactive waste, toxic for 250,000 years, spewing its poisons into
our air, earth, and soil for eons, causing cancer, birth defects, and mutations in our
very genetic heritage.
Joy envisions a point in the development of robotics where “the human race might
easily permit itself to drift into a position of such dependence on the machines that
it would have no practical choice but to accept all of the machine’s decisions” to the
point that “people won’t be able to just turn the machines off, because they will be
so dependent on them that turning them off would amount to suicide.” Or, in another
scenario, there would be human control of the machines in the hands of an elite, who
would manipulate the masses, turning them into docile animals. Joy explains that
21st centuries technologies such as robotics, genetic engineering and nanotechnology
pose a different threat than those that came before; they are self-replicating. “One
‘bot’ can become many and quickly get out of control.”
Further, these technologies are more accessible to individuals, driven by unregulated commercial interests, than for example, nuclear technology. We are already
facing the possibility of human cloning with advances in genetic engineering without
any effective regulatory structure for genetic experiments, and Joy believes that the
development of nanotechnology, technology at a molecular level, runs the “risk that
we might destroy the biosphere on which all life depends.” He states that “… it is
no exaggeration to say we are on the cusp of the further perfection of extreme evil,
an evil whose possibility spreads well beyond that which weapons of mass destruction bequeathed to the nation-states, as these self-replicating technologies are widely
within the reach of individuals or small groups who will not require large facilities or
rare raw materials to reproduce them. Knowledge alone will enable the use of them.”
Perhaps we should reexamine the metaphor of the old testament, when paradise was
denied to humanity because we thirsted after the fruit of knowledge with the first bite
of the apple in the garden of Eden.
So much of science seems to be a mindless pursuit of the novel discovery, without regard to the consequences to life on earth. At the 2000 founding meeting of
the Indian Coalition for Peace and Nuclear Disarmament in New Delhi, Dr. Amulya
Reddy, a nuclear physicist, stunned the audience with his description of the Nazi gas
chambers and how science was used for twisted ends. He described how precisely
the German scientists calculated the proper dose of gas per person to accomplish

Continued on next page
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Prompt Global Strike and the Future
of Space Dominance
Two subtle messages were delivered
when the Obama administration leaked
information in late April regarding the
Pentagon’s “Prompt Global Strike” (PGS)
weapons: First, the fact that the stories
were officially leaked but not denied,
spoke volumes, particularly since they
came as the White House was completing strategic arms talks with Russia and
concluding nuclear discussions at the
Non-Proliferation Treaty conference in
New York. PGS allowed the administration to look tough and modernist on the
conventional-weapons front, even as it
was trying to promote the discussion on
“moving to zero nuclear weapons.” It
also provided continuity with Bush administration space plans, since the initial
concept for PGS went back almost as far
as the beginning of the invasion of Iraq.
Second, and perhaps more important,
the emphasis on Global Strike put another
nail in the coffin of Peter Marquez’s ef-

forts to modify the Bush administration’s
2006 National Space Policy, which was
built around the concept of orbital-space
hegemony and unilateralism. Marquez,
a member of Obama’s National Security
Council, was tasked in July 2009 with
carrying out Presidential Study Directives
2 and 3, which would have set the U.S.
on a more multilateral course in space
use. Marquez was supposed to complete
such a review by last October. To be sure,
Obama has not canceled his mission, but
the Pentagon’s support of PGS requires
an orbital infrastructure of communications, intelligence, and targeting satellites owned solely by the United States.
Thus, it becomes harder to move away
from the Bush space policy. In fact, if
Marquez wants to make serious changes,
something’s got to give. Given the Obama
White House’s tendencies to follow the
Bush line on secrecy, extraordinary renditions, warrant less eavesdropping, etc., it

Abuses of Science from previous page
the mass annihilation that occurred in
the death camps, totally divorced from
the gruesome consequences of their
“science”. At a workshop of Indian and
Pakistani scientists during the conference,
one proposed that the disconnect between
the human consequences of scientific
discoveries might be attributed to the
separation of the scientific institute from
the school of arts and humanities. There
is no interchange between scientists and
artists and philosophers at universities.
There is an imbalance of energy that seeks
knowledge at all costs without integrating
the intuitive, nurturing principles that are
part of our human make-up. Balancing
the influence of yin and yang energies will
be essential for transitioning to a more
peaceful planet.
In a novel, What the Scarecrow Said,
by a Japanese-American author, David
Ikeda, I came across this concept and
made a note of it:
The Japanese have a term—rikusuppoi, a powerful little totem that has no
English correlative though Fujita (an
American) believed his mother tongue
needed no word so sorely as this one. It’s

loosely translated as “smacking too much
of a logic that ignores reality.”
Our western scientists are allowing
their logic to overlook the real consequences of their inventions. Perhaps we
need a time-out on scientific inquiry in
certain fields, where we don’t know how
to control the outcomes. Maybe we
should devote the next 100 years to scientific discoveries that would measurably
help us to clean up the toxic legacy of the
20th century. Just as we had the Manhattan Project to build the bomb, maybe it’s
time for a Bronx Project to clean up the
mess. And just as the Hebrew children
wandered in the desert for 40 years, so
that nobody born in slavery would enter
the promised land, no one who worked
on the Manhattan project or on nuclear
science or space warfare or missile “offenses” should be allowed to work on the
Bronx Project. They’d only mess it up
and turn it into something noxious to life
and human health.
Alice Slater
New York Director of the Nuclear
Age Peace Foundation
New York, New York

seems a fair bet that Marquez’s mission
will be the first element to “give,” rather
than space dominance.
What started all the speculation about
the status of PGS was not merely the signing of START April 8, but the simultaneous launch of two semi-classified space
vehicles April 22. The Hypersonic Test
Vehicle 2, launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base by DARPA, was a space glider
that was supposed to go 4,000 miles in
30 minutes, but which was lost in the Pacific before making it to Kwajalein Atoll.
HTV 2 was billed publicly as being part
of the PGS program. At the same time,
the Air Force launched a 29-foot space
plane built by Boeing, the X37-B, on
top of an Atlas V missile launched from
Cape Canaveral. Although the Air Force
would not speculate on military uses for
the space plane, every other press source
and blogger did.
While an article on the mysterious
X37-B in the May 24 New York Times
claimed it would be used to upgrade spy
satellites, this would not contradict its
use in the PGS program. Global Strike
requires constantly upgraded, real-time
reconnaissance. The X37-B reportedly
was orbiting the Earth regularly since its
April 22 launch, following a pattern similar to that of advanced spy satellites.
A few of the smarter media analysts
made broader connections. Rachel Maddow conducted a revealing and hilarious
interview April 26 (http://www.msnbc.
msn.com/id/26315908/#36748982) with
Noah Shachtman, chief blogger for Wired
magazine’s “Danger Room,” in which
the space plane efforts were connected
to the primary PGS project -- outfitting
Minuteman III missiles with conventional
warheads. Shachtman concocted a hilarious story of Donald Rumsfeld and Dick
Cheney dreaming up the PGS program as
a “Dr. Strangelove” effort, only to have
it adopted almost without comment by
the Obama administration. Indeed, the
Pentagon is slated to spend $240 million
on early PGS projects in the current calendar year, projects that also will include
a DARPA test scramjet called the X-51.
Shachtman told Maddow the whole thing
might be a “quid pro quo,” in which
the military gets behind nuclear cuts if

Obama gives the Pentagon new precision
conventional weapons to play with.

PGS History: Some Falcons Fly, Some Don’t

If any of this sounds vaguely familiar, it’s because the Air Force first discussed all elements of PGS in a meeting
at Strategic Command headquarters in
Omaha back in August 2003. The meeting
covered conventional warheads inside a
Minuteman III missile, other submarinelaunched missiles carrying conventional
bombs, and a space plane similar to HTV2 and X37-B, called FALCON – Force
Application and Launch from continental
U.S. A year after that meeting, Strategic
Command set up a dedicated sub-command called Global Strike, which is where
the current StratCom commander, Gen.
Kevin Chilton, cut his teeth.
To be sure, not every element of
Bush’s Global Strike was transferred to
Obama’s PGS. Congress specifically forbade the Pentagon from placing conventional weapons on submarines. One ambitious version of FALCON, a fighter-sized
robot plane called Blackswift HTV-3X,
had its funding eliminated by Congress
at the end of 2008.
But what is surprising is how much
PGS looks like the original Strategic
Command plans, and how much Obama’s
latest global strategy sounds like the
Donald Rumsfeld re-definition of “strategic triad.” In late 2002, Rumsfeld said
that the nuclear triad of land-based missiles, sea-based missiles, and land-based
bombers (all managed by StratCom),
was obsolete. The new strategic triad,
as defined by Rumsfeld, would blur the
distinction between nuclear and conventional weapons. Leg 1 of the triad would
be offensive weapons, both nuclear and
conventional; Leg 2 would be defensive
weapons, including missile defense; and
Leg 3 would be infrastructure, including
intelligence and communication platforms. Obama’s restructuring of missile
defense and PGS falls perfectly within the
Rumsfeld strategic triad concept.
As Shachtman told Maddow in her
April 23 show, there are a few ways in
which PGS could lead to a more stable
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world with fewer casualties, by allowing
rapid response to crises with fewer or no
troop commitments. But there are many
other ways in which PGS could lead to a
more dangerous and unstable world, he
said. Russian President Dmitri Medvedev already has expressed concern that
no nation’s intelligence satellites could
tell the difference between a nuclear
and conventional missile during launch,
therefore spurring Russia to go back to
launch-on-warning policies. The notion
that a fast, robotic strategic attack could
be launched in response to a crisis might
encourage the U.S. to consider attacks
before diplomacy. And finally, PGS carries a risk similar to that encountered in
Obama’s love for drone warfare: Conventional attack without troop commitments
leads to an apparently casualty-free form
of warfare (at least for U.S. soldiers). It
appears to involve fewer civilian casualties (“collateral damage”) than massive
aerial bombing campaigns. But, as we
have seen in the constant drone sorties of
2009-10, an over reliance on PGS, drones,
and robotic warfare leads to an addiction
to standoff war methods, in which attacks
become more commonplace, and civilian
casualties mount over time.
It is very likely that PGS will win
bipartisan support over the next decade,
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as a cost-effective way to preserve U.S.
hegemony even as reliance on nuclear
weapons is reduced. But it also could
lead to a dependence on unilateral attack
in times of crisis. Peace-in-space activists
have another factor to worry about, as we
mentioned earlier. Because global strike
relies on worldwide networks of satellites

used in conducting first-strike warfare, the
widespread use of PGS will make it much
less likely that the U.S. government will
move away from the unilateralist 2006
National Space Policy. PGS requires
global dominance.
Loring Wirbel
Colorado Springs, Colorado
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European Space
Space News reported this spring that
the European Union has made the decision
to “remove their Chinese-built hardware”
on the Galileo satellite constellation now
under development. “When Galileo was
viewed as a private-sector development
with public-sector financial participation,
European Commission program managers sought Chinese participation in pursuit
of Chinese cash in the short term.”
“China was, in effect, disinvited from
Galileo, a decision that was reinforced
by China’s move to build its own global
system called Beidou/Compass.”
The U.S. military has in the past
threatened to “knock out” Galileo during
times of conflict if the EU pursued cooperation with China on the space project.
The launch of the EU’s Galileo system has slipped to 2011 and what was
once envisioned as a 30-satellite “dual
use” navigation constellation has now
been downsized to 18 satellites due to
escalating costs. With the growing fiscal
crisis throughout the EU Galileo might
still be facing even more cuts.
In other European news, Britain will
be creating a “national space agency” by
the end of 2010. The European Space
Agency (ESA) appears to be telling member nations that they must have dedicated
space budgets if they hope to benefit from
ESA projects in the future.
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Filmmaker Denis Delestrac (middle) from Barcelona,
Spain came to the Global Network’s 18th annual
membership meeting in New York City in May to
show parts of his award-winning documentary “Pax
The GN’s 2009 annual space organizing conference was held in South Korea and while there took a side trip to Americana and the Weaponization of Space.” Flanking
him are Bruce Gagnon and Karl Grossman. So far, three
protest the expansion of the U.S. military base at Pyeongtaek. The 2010 GN space conference will be held in
million people have seen the film in Europe and Canada.
Nagpur, India on October 9-12.
A U.S. distribution deal should happen soon.

Many in the Asian-Pacific peace movement are protesting U.S. basing of advanced Patriot (PAC-3) missile offense systems in Japan and South Korea as these
deployments are driving a new arms race with China.
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Bob Anderson from Stop the War Machine in
Albuquerque, New Mexico makes sure that protests are held at the gates of Kirtland AFB each
October during Keep Space for Peace Week. In
2010 space week will be during October 2-9.

Citizens of the village of Gangjeong on Jeju Island, South Korea have been holding vigil along
the rocks by the ocean in order to oppose the plan to build a Navy base for Aegis destroyers.
Recently when two GN supporters called the South Korean embassy in Washington they were
told “Call your own government, they are pushing us to build this base.”

The Global Network has been helping to coordinate the very successful “Maine Campaign to
Bring Our War $$ Home” which has been calling on locally elected officials and the public to
connect the dots between endless war and fiscal crisis.

GN Board member MacGregor Eddy (WILPF) has been
organizing many protests at Vandenberg AFB in California
during the past year in order to shine a light on the hypocrisy
of the U.S. nuclear missile-testing program as the Pentagon
lectures and threatens Iran and North Korea about the evils
of doing the same.

The Catholic Worker community in the mid-west has faithfully
continued its protests outside the annual space warfare
conference held in Omaha, Nebraska each October.
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Russia Worried

A group of retired Russian generals
in May warned that their country's space
defenses are obsolete and have a limited
capability to counter possible threats
from space. "Frankly, our space defense
capabilities are limited and insufficient
to ensure our national security," said
former Air Force commander Anatoly
Kornukov. "Who owns space — owns
the world. When we tried to test laser
weapons in space we were told that the
militarization of outer space must not
occur and we stopped, but the U.S. has
started and continues to test these weapons even today," one former Russian
military leader reported.

Obama’s New Nukes

The New Mexico-based Los Alamos Study Group reports, “On April 7th
the Obama administration released the
Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) which
describes a continuous modernization of
warheads, bombs and delivery systems,
[and] mentions three successive warhead
programs. The Obama administration
has gone above and beyond the G.W.
Bush administration by requesting this
historically huge surge in nuclear weapons spending, in infrastructure as well
as building more bombs.” The Obama
administration plans to spend $80 billion
over the next decade to sustain and modernize the U.S. nuclear weapon arsenal.

Predators Along Border

After years of political pressure
from Texas politicians, U.S. Rep. Henry
Cuellar (Democrat) recently said that he
expects the federal government to deliver
Predator drones to watch over the border
with Mexico by this fall. If approved, the
unmanned aircraft in Texas would add to
the federal government's existing border
effort, which includes a handful of other
unmanned aircraft, 20,000 Border Patrol
agents, about 650 miles of border fence
and 41 mobile surveillance systems.

China’s Counter Moves

The Chinese military is seeking to
project naval power well beyond the
Chinese coast, from the oil ports of the
Middle East to the shipping lanes of the
Pacific, where the U.S. Navy has long
reigned as the dominant force. In addition to China's expanding its Navy to
keep its oil supply routes open (it imports
80% of its oil by ships), it is also put-
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ting part of its nuclear retaliatory forces
on-board submarines in order to counter
the U.S. deployment of "missile offense"
systems in Taiwan, Japan, South Korea,
Australia, and on Aegis destroyers off
its coast.

Kodiak Launch Complex
Begs for Subsidy

GN members in Alaska report that
the Pentagon’s Missile Defense Agency
is pulling out of the Kodiak Island launch
complex (that was sold to the public as
a civilian launch site, but has only done
military launches) and will be launching
future target missiles from Kwajalein
Atoll in the Pacific. The Kodiak complex has been a boondoggle since its
inception. Now this news: "The Alaska
Aerospace Corp., a state agency, is now
looking for new customers to launch
rockets from its Kodiak complex. In the
meantime, the corporation requested $4
million from the state's capital budget to
help pay its bills."

Lockheed Martin Wants
Justice

The Wall Street Journal recently reported, “Lockheed Martin Corp. became
the nation's No. 1 military contractor
by selling cutting-edge weaponry like
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. Its latest
contribution to the U.S. arsenal: training
prosecutors in Liberia's Justice Ministry.
Lockheed is one of several defense firms
expected to bid for a State Department
contract to support ‘criminal justice sector
development’ that could be worth up to
$30 billion over five years.”

ABL Testing

The Albuquerque Journal reported
in February that, “An airborne laser
developed at Kirtland Air Force Base
has successfully shot down a missile
traveling at 4,000 mph in a test off the
coast of California, the first time a laser
weapon has destroyed an in-flight missile.
The Airborne Laser (ABL) Test bed is a
modified Boeing 747 jumbo jet fitted with
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a number of lasers designed to track and
destroy missiles. The Air Force Research
Laboratory and its Directed Energy Directorate, based at Kirtland, developed
the high-power laser called a Chemical
Oxygen Iodine Laser that destroys the
target.”

Czech Republic Still in Game

A high-level defense policy expert
with ties to Washington, D.C. said in February that the Czech Republic is in discussions with the Obama administration
to host a command center for Obama’s
altered missile-defense plan. The official,
who requested anonymity because discussions are ongoing, said, "The Czech
Republic is not out of the picture."

Obama’s Pentagon Keeps
Growing

President Obama has asked Congress
to approve a record $708 billion in military spending for fiscal year 2011, including a 3.4 % increase in the Pentagon's
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base budget and $159 billion to fund U.S.
military missions in Iraq, Afghanistan
and Pakistan. The White House budget
request also included $33 billion in additional funding for fiscal 2010 to pay
for increasing military and intelligence
operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Biden on Global Strike

Talking about new U.S. Prompt
Global Strike weapons now under development, V-P Joe Biden said this
spring that “Conventional weapons with
worldwide reach enable us to reduce the
role of nuclear weapons.” Sergei Lavrov,
the Russian foreign minister, warned in
reply to these U.S. moves that “states will
hardly accept a situation in which nuclear
weapons disappear, but weapons that are
no less destabilizing emerge in the hands
of certain members of the international
community.

Jones: New Treaty Allows
Missile Offense

Writing in the Wall Street Journal
about the New U.S.-Russia START
Nuclear Weapons Reduction Treaty,
Obama’s National Security Adviser General James Jones declared, “The treaty
restrains neither our program for missile
defense of the U.S. (at bases in California
and Alaska) nor the new phased adaptive
approach for missile defense in Europe.
In short, adopting this treaty we give up
nothing, and gain additional strategic
stability compared to the expired START
treaty. The new treaty reduces constraints
on missile defense testing because the
prior treaty limited the types of targets we
could use.” Secretary of War Robert Gates
recently told Congress, "The Russians
have hated missile defense ever since
the strategic arms talks began in 1969."
He said Russia had always opposed it
probably "because we can afford it and
they can't." Gates cited major funding in
the 2011 budget to bolster U.S. missile
offense systems as proof that "we are
putting our money where our beliefs are."
The budget for 2011 sets aside $19.9 billion for missile offense radars, interceptors and launch sites.

U.S. Missiles to Taiwan

In January 2010 the Obama administration approved a Raytheon Company
$1.1 billion contract with Taiwan for the
purchase of 200 Patriot (PAC-3) antiballistic missiles. The sale completes a
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$6.5 billion weapons package between
Raytheon and Taiwan. Taiwan is a key
base for the Pentagon’s strategic encirclement of China. Chinese Air Force
Colonel Dai Xu recently wrote, “China
is in a crescent-shaped ring of encirclement. The ring begins in Japan, stretches
through nations in the South China Sea
to India, and ends in Afghanistan.” As
a result, China maintains it must have a
limited nuclear “second strike” capability to respond to U.S. “missile defense”
deployments, which make up an integral
part of U.S. first-strike strategy.

U.S. Not Sharing Again

Space News has reported that, “The
40-plus nations taking part in NATO’s
International Security Assistance Force
in Afghanistan are often in the dark
about what space assets are available to
them and are too often denied access to
space-derived intelligence [by the U.S.].”
During the 1999 U.S.-NATO bombing of
Yugoslavia the Pentagon also withheld
satellite reconnaissance info from the
NATO partners, and this is one reason
that the European Union began to create
its own military space network, called
Galileo.

Keep Space for Peace Week

Each year the GN holds Keep Space
for Peace Week in early October. In
2010, space week will be organized from
October 2-9. In 2000 and 2001 the GN
organized an International Day of Protest to Stop the Militarization of Space.
In 2002, the GN expanded it to an entire
week of local protest activities, which
annually draws events in about a dozen
countries. The fundamental purpose of
space week is to help build international
consciousness around the space issue
and support for our efforts to prevent the
arms race from moving into the heavens.
We hope to have DVD copies of the new
space documentary Pax Americana and
the Weaponization of Space available for
space week showings.

Pressure in Japan

The Japanese government is being
pressured to close down the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and
establish a new agency that is more in
tune with corporate interests that want to
sell space systems and services to global
markets and develop “space capabilities
relevant to Japanese security interests”

[which means more military].

Military Space Plane

The USAF launched the X-37B
Orbital Test Vehicle in April. The new
generation military space plane was built
by DARPA at Boeing Phantom Works
in El Segundo, California. Gary Payton,
undersecretary of the Air Force for space
programs defensively stated that, “I
don’t know how this could be called the
weaponization of space. Fundamentally
it’s just an updated version of the space
shuttle kind of activities in space. We,
the Air Force, have a suite of military
missions in space, and this new vehicle
could potentially help us do those missions better.”

Canada’s Drone Mission

Canada’s MacDonald, Dettwiler
& Associates aerospace corporation is
enlarging its space profile to include
a big increase in contracts managing
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s) for
military operations. MDA is managing
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the use by the Canadian and Australian
governments of Heron drones conducting
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance operations for these two nations’
forces in Afghanistan. Heron, built by
Israel Aerospace Industries, is a longendurance drone that can stay in the air
for 24 hours.

NATO’s Going Global

In its draft of a 'New Strategic Concept' for NATO, the expanding alliance
maintains the need to send out military
forces beyond the current treaty area
"when required to prevent an attack on
the treaty area or to protect the legal
rights and other vital interests of Alliance
members". This broadening of the mission of NATO, which is fast becoming a
global military machine controlled by the
U.S., reveals the plans for future wars to
control declining resources in regions like
Africa, Central Asia, the Arctic, and South
America – all places where NATO has no
jurisdiction under its founding vision.
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India Developing Space Weapons
Indian military officials have set a target date to deploy an ambitious anti-satellite
(ASAT) system, according to a report released in May by the Defense Research and
Development Organization (DRDO). The report, titled Technology Perspective and
Capability Roadmap (TPCR), states that the “development of ASAT for electronic or
physical destruction of satellites in both lower earth orbit (LEO) and Geo–synchronous
orbits” can be expected by 2015.
This is not exactly news, in that the developmental timeline coincides with DRDO
comments from years past. What is striking about it—much like most information
released from the DRDO regarding its development of ASAT systems—is that it
blatantly contradicts statements by Indian political leaders that deny any intent by
their nation to pursue space weapons. Moreover, target dates for the development of
ASAT systems by any nation should be considered shocking, particularly given the
scrutiny that was paid to nations such as China and the U.S. when they each demonstrated a direct-ascent ability to strike
satellites in space.
Historically, U.S. concern over China’s
potential to deploy a formal ASAT system
has been well documented. In 1999 The
Cox Report on US National Security with
China stated: “The PRC is believed to be
developing space-based and ground-based
anti-satellite laser weapons.” In a 2008
Congressional hearing before the U.S.China Economic and Security Review
Commission, it was stated that a Chinese
ASAT threat definitely exists, putting many
U.S. and allied spacecraft at risk. In January of 2007, many nations, including India,
voiced opposition to China’s successful
shoot-down of its own aging polar orbit
satellite with a kinetic kill vehicle (KKV).
In response to China’s action, then-Indian
External Affairs Minister Pranab Mukherjee said, “The security and safety of assets
in outer space is of crucial importance for
global economic and social development.
We call upon all States to redouble efforts
to strengthen the international legal regime
for the peaceful use of outer space.” ThenU.S. National Security Council spokesman
Gordon Johndroe echoed Mukherjee’s comments, stating, “The U.S. believes China’s
development and testing of such weapons
is inconsistent with the spirit of cooperation that both countries aspire to in the civil
space area.”
The U.S. experienced similar international suspicion and condemnation a
year later when it destroyed a reportedly
malfunctioning National Reconnaissance
Organization (NRO) satellite via a Standard
Missile-3 (SM3) launch from aboard the [Aegis destroyer] USS Lake Erie. Russia's
Defense Ministry responded in a statement: “There is an impression that the U.S.
is trying to use the accident with its satellite to test its national anti-missile defense
system's capability to destroy other countries' satellites.”
With all of the attention paid to China’s and the United States’ anti-satellite capabilities, how has the international community missed continuous, overt claims by
Indian military officials that the development and eventual deployment of an ASAT
system is on the horizon? If the U.S. and China are subject to international outrage
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over what the two countries claim were responses to their own malfunctioning satellites, why is India overlooked when it touts that it is developing the same technology
for defensive and offensive military applications? Is its technical prowess being
underestimated? Does the Indian nation’s defiant actions pale in comparison to those
of China, Iran and North Korea?
In the spring of 2000, an alarming report entitled “Military Dimensions in the
Future of the Indian Presence in Space” caused waves within official circles but drew
little international attention (probably due to its lack of availability outside of India).
Perhaps most controversial was its suggestion that India could deploy a directedenergy weapon, such as a particle beam weapon, in space by 2010 and also a system
referred to as the KALI (kinetic attack loitering interceptor). The paper’s author, Dr.
V. Siddhartha, was at the time of the document’s publication an officer on special
duty in the secretariat of the scientific adviser to the Defense Minister. The paper is
testament to, at the very least, a clear interest within the Indian military of deploying
not only a space-based laser, but also an
ASAT system.
Over the past decade, there has been
no shortage of inflammatory comments
made by Indian military officials claiming
India’s intent to weaponize space. There
has also been no shortage of contradictions to these statements from India’s most
senior government officials—oftentimes
happening within days of one another.
For example, on January 26, 2007, after
China’s satellite shoot-down, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and then-Russian
President Vladimir Putin convened a joint
press conference where Singh declared;
“Our position is similar in that we are not in
favor of the weaponization of outer space.”
This was just one day after then-Indian Air
Force (IAF) chief Shashi Tyagi stated, “As
the reach of our air force is expanding, it
has become extremely important that we
exploit space, and for it you need space assets.” Actions speak louder than words, and
unfortunately the Indian military is acting.
How long is the international community
going to wait for India’s bold claims to
materialize?
On January 3, 2010 at the 97th Indian
Science Congress, Dr. V K Saraswat, director general of India's Defense Research
and Development Organization, stated in a
televised press conference that India was in
the process of developing an ASAT system
and that it is “working to ensure space security and protect our satellites.” He went
on: “At the same time, we are also working
on how to deny the enemy access to its space assets…India is putting together building blocks of technology that could be used to neutralize enemy satellites.” These
building blocks, he stated, will be ready between 2012 and 2014. He added, "With
the kill vehicle available and with the propulsion system of Agni-III, that can carry
the missile up to 1,000 km altitude, we can reach the orbit in which the satellite is
and it is well within our capability.” Testing on an interceptor missile with a range of
120-140 km will begin, he says, in September. All of this evidence points to the fact

Continued on next page
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The ABC’s of Cyber Warfare

Anyone who has studied the history of computer hacking has some idea what is
involved in applying those techniques to warfighting. Cyber security is serious business for civilian society.
Using cyber hacking operations in fighting war has been around for some time.
One of the famous examples that is often quoted is how the U.S. rendered the Serb
Air defenses helpless during the bombing of Belgrade. In the past few years there has
been an effort to raise the profile of cyber war. In 2008, the Air Force set up its own
Cyber Command at Barksdale AFB in Louisiana, and this year for the first time the
U.S. Space Symposium in Colorado Springs had a separate day for cyber war discussions, and integrated the topic throughout the other three days of the Symposium.
Then on May 21, 2010 the U.S. Cyber Command opened its doors at Fort Meade,
Maryland (home of NSA, The National Security Agency). Its first commander is 4-star
Army General Keith Alexander. The Air Force had hoped their Command would
be primary but that was not to be. The
U.S. Cyber Command is a joint service
venture answerable to the U.S. Strategic
Command and ultimately to the Secretary of Defense. But that doesn’t mean
an end to interservice rivalry. There will
continue to be duplication as each branch
of the U.S. Armed forces does its own
cyber war operations.
So how exactly does this fit into
high-tech war fighting? There are several ways. Cyber is a key building block
of the war machine. In military lingo it
is a “force multiplier.” It makes your
bullets and bombs more effective while
diminishing the effectiveness of the other
side’s weapons. It can be used on its own
to do real damage to an adversary as part
of a fazed process. If one country could
cripple the other side’s economic, social
and political structures one might be able
to move in and take over. Most likely,
though, you soften them up and move in for the kill with guns and bombs to terrorize
the opposition and make them do your bidding.
There is a very apt analogy here to so-called Missile Defense. If one of the layers
of your warfighting system is designed to lessen the power of an adversary so you can
attack more effectively, that is hardly defensive. We understand that. Cyber Security

India from previous page

that, despite claims to the contrary, India is and has been unwavering in its desire to
develop a space weapons system that could significantly destabilize the international
security environment.
It has been 36 years since India broke trust with the international community with
its first nuclear test. In 1998 U.S. sanctions were placed upon the country in response
to more nuclear tests. When the Bush Administration lifted the aforementioned sanctions against India in the wake of the terror attacks on September 11, 2001, and then
progressively loosened export and commerce laws against India, it ignored many
events that have taken place historically. To date, India has not signed on to the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) or the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR). It is also highly unlikely that India will subscribe to the treaty to Prevent
an Arms Race in Outer Space (PAROS).
At a time when the international spotlight seems trained on North Korea and
Iran, a growing tolerance for India's belligerence in building its nuclear and missile
capabilities appears to shield it from similar scrutiny. Geographically, it is also com-
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is like that. You set up to defend against another’s cyber attacks and use the same
methods to attack them in Cyber Space and prepare the way for the rest of the war
machine to do its work. It’s a sequence. Defend your own cyber resources. Attack
theirs and then blow them to bits and shoot them in their weakened state. A.B.C.
There are a lot of problems with this scenario. It makes war sound so easy. Just
follow the checklist and you’ll be fine. You don’t have to have a declaration of war
to start cyber war. You start off defending yourself and whoops it gets out of hand.
Then you have to escalate. It is all super secret and sneaky, just like the work of the
NSA and CIA. There is no standard of accountability for the public or lawmakers. It
sounds a bit like drone warfare.
It is also much more effective against a developed adversary than it is in asymmetric warfare. And, of course, it sets in motion a new dimension of the arms race;
just what the world doesn’t need right now.
The same big corporations that get
rich off the rest of the war machine have
moved into this area. They have some
basic principles: hype the threat, make
a proposal and then lobby to get the
money. One of the panels at the Space
Symposium this year included officials
from the cyber divisions of Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, Raytheon and General
Dynamics—all of them retired Air Force
Generals.
In summary, I would submit that one
does not have to be a computer geek to
understand the basics of the cyber war issue. It is just more of the same. We have
to use our wits and our commitment to
peace to expose it and oppose it.
We have a great challenge. There is
an astounding level of ignorance about
space and cyber space issues. By and
large people just aren’t paying attention.
So our starting point has to be very basic.
As basic as A.B.C.
Bill Sulzman
Citizens for Peace in Space
Colorado Springs, Colorado

parable in its potential for volatility; South Asia is a highly volatile region—home
to two nuclear weapons states, including India, that fought in multiple wars, the last
taking place in 1999. In fact, since the Kargil War, India-Pakistan relations have not
moved towards peace and remain highly unstable.
India has stated that it intends to deploy a space weapon by 2015, and a 5,000 km
ICBM by 2011. The Indian nation is currently acquiring missile defense technologies
while simultaneously increasing its role as a leading importer and exporter of military
technologies that will irreversibly alter the security balance not only in South Asia,
but in the Middle East as well.
U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and her Indian counterpart S.M. Krishna
met in Washington in early-June to lay the groundwork for a visit to India that President Obama plans to make in November. Isn’t it time, at the very least, for the Obama
Administration to reassess the US-India policies set by its predecessor?
Matt Hoey
Military Space Transparency Project
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Flaws in Aegis Missile
Testing Program
The New York Times reported on May 17 that the Aegis destroyer based “missile
defense” interceptor program has not been performing as claimed by the Pentagon.
The Navy had been suggesting that the testing program of the SM-3 interceptors was
going quite well (they said that 84% of the tests hit their targets), and in 2008 we
know they fired one of the missiles into space to knock out a failed satellite proving
that the interceptors had “anti-satellite” (ASAT) weapons capability. But new studies
by scientists Ted Postol (MIT) and George Lewis (Cornell) “finds only one or two
successful intercepts — for a success rate of 10 to 20 percent.”
The Times report continues, “ Most of the approaching [enemy nuclear] warheads,
they say, would have been knocked off course but not destroyed. While that might
work against a conventionally armed missile, it suggests that a nuclear warhead might
still detonate. At issue is whether the SM-3 needs to strike and destroy the warhead
of a missile — as the Pentagon says on its Web site.
“The political implications of the critique are potentially large. Democrats,
traditional critics of missile defense, have been largely silent about Mr. Obama’s enthusiasm for this new generation, which for the moment is aimed only at shorter- and
mid-range missiles, rather than ones that fly between continents.”
This is a huge story because the Pentagon had been fooling everyone until this
Postol-Lewis study came to light. The Democrats, who love the Aegis-based SM-3

interceptors now promoted by Obama for deployment throughout the Asian-Pacific
and the Baltic Sea as a way to surround China and Russia, should have to back track
on this program. The test failures also throws serious doubt upon the Navy’s plan to
build more expensive Aegis destroyers in Bath, Maine if the interceptors on-board
are not working as designed.
The Navy anticipates a surging demand in the next 10 years for Aegis Ballistic
Missile Defense (BMD) systems and hopes to fund the installation of these interceptors on 60 naval cruisers and destroyers through 2024. By June 2010 the Navy will
have 21 Aegis BMD-capable ships online.
The SM-3 analysis of Dr. Postol and Dr. Lewis, “A Flawed and Dangerous U.S.
Missile Defense Plan,” appears in the May issue of Arms Control Today, a publication of the Arms Control Association in Washington.
Raytheon Corporation is pushing hard to internationalize the Navy Aegis SM-3
program and currently has a customer base that includes the Netherlands, Spain, Germany, Australia, and possibly South Korea and the UK. Edward Miyashiro, Deputy
General Manager for Raytheon Missile Systems told Space News this spring, “We’re
the largest missile supplier in the world, and we have a number of programs that we
look at for growth. We have an expanding international customer base…. There are a
lot of countries out there knowledgeable about what the U.S. is doing with SM-3.”
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Space Nuclear Power from page 1
Wars program. The “Timberwind” nuclear-powered rocket was developed then to
loft heavy Star Wars equipment into space and also for trips to Mars. Most recently,
Project Prometheus to build nuclear-powered rockets was begun by NASA in 2003,
but ended in 2006, the cancellation referred to in the Space News editorial.
Obama’s choice to head NASA, Charles Bolden, favors nuclear-powered
rockets—but he acknowledges public resistance. In a recent presentation before the
Council on Foreign Relations, he opened the door to having a nuclear-powered rocket
launched conventionally and moving in space with nuclear power.
Bolden, a former astronaut and U.S. Marine Corps major general, spoke in the May
24th address, of work by another ex-astronaut, Franklin Chang-Diaz, on a nuclearpropelled rocket. “Chang-Diaz is developing what’s called a VASIMIR rocket,” said
Bolden. “It’s an ion engine, very gentle impulse that just pushes you forever, constantly
accelerating. And this, theoretically, is something that would enable us to go from
Earth to Mars in a matter of some time significantly less than it takes us now.”
But, he said, “Most people…in the United States are never going to agree to allow nuclear rockets to launch
things from Earth.” Yet “once
you get into space, you know,
if we can convince people that
we can contain it and not put
masses of people in jeopardy,
nuclear propulsion for in-space
propulsion” would enable a
faster trip to Mars. He said,
“You don’t want to have to take
eight months to go from Earth
orbit to Mars.”
Having nuclear power systems only activated once up in
space was a system followed
by the Soviet Union—because
of it having suffered many
launch pad explosions. Still, the
scheme wasn’t accident-free.
The worst Soviet space nuclear
device accident involved its
Cosmos 954 reconnaissance
satellite. Its on-board nuclear
reactor was only activated after
launch when the reactor was
in orbit. But then there was a
malfunction causing Cosmos 954 to tumble out of control and hurtle back to Earth,
breaking up and spreading hotly radioactive debris over 124,000 square miles of the
Northwest Territories of Canada.
President Obama, in a speech on “Space Exploration in the 2lst Century” given
April 15 at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, didn’t mention nuclear-powered rockets
(not even those that would only be activated after launch). He did announce that
“we will invest more than $3 billion to conduct research on an advanced heavy lift
rocket—a vehicle to efficiently send into orbit the crew capsules, propulsion systems
and large quantities of supplies needed to reach deep space. In developing this new
vehicle, we will not only look at revising or modifying older models; we want to look
at new designs, new materials, new technologies that will transform not just where we
can go but what we can do when we get there. And we will finalize a rocket design
no later than 2015 and then begin to build it.”
“At the same time, after decades of neglect, we will increase investment—right
away—in other groundbreaking technologies that will allow astronauts to reach space
sooner and more often, to travel farther and faster,” he said.
“How do we supply spacecraft with energy needed for these far-reaching journeys?
These are questions that we can answer and will answer? And these are the questions
whose answers no doubt will reap untold benefits right here on Earth.”

“And by 2025,” Obama said, “we expect new spacecraft designed for long journeys to allow us to begin the first-ever crewed missions beyond the Moon into deep
space. So we’ll start—we’ll start by sending astronauts to an asteroid for the first time
in history. By the mid-2030s, I believe we can send humans to orbit Mars.”
“I want to repeat this,” Obama asserted. “Critical to deep space exploration will
be the development of breakthrough propulsion systems and other advanced technologies.”
With Obama on the platform was U.S. Senator Bill Nelson of Florida—whom
he introduced at the start of his speech. Nelson in 1986 was a passenger on the space
shuttle (before the 1986 Challenger disaster ended the shuttle passenger program)
and he is a member of the Senate Science and Transportation Committee. Although
Obama was not specific on the kind of spacecraft he envisioned for trips to Mars, later
that day on “Hardball With Chris Matthews” on MSNBC, Nelson was—and it was
Chang-Diaz’s nuclear rocket. “One of my crewmates,” said Nelson, speaking of former
astronaut Chang-Diaz who was with him on the 1986 shuttle flight, “is developing a
plasma rocket that would take
us to Mars in 39 days.”
The object of Administrator Bolden and Senator
Nelson’s technical affections,
Chang-Diaz, a Costa Ricannative, the first naturalized
U.S. citizen to become a U.S.
astronaut, founded the Ad Astra Rocket Company after retiring from NASA in 2005. He is
its president and CEO. In an
interview with Seed.com last
year, he said the engine for his
VASIMIR (for Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma
Rocket) could work with solar
power. The engine uses plasma
gas heated by electric current to
extremely high temperatures.
But larger versions are
needed for space travel and
they require nuclear power,
said Chang-Diaz. “What we
really need is nuclear power
to generate electricity in space.
If we don’t develop it, we might as well quit, because we’re not going to go very
far. Nuclear power is central to any robust and realistic human exploration of space.
People don’t really talk about this at NASA. Everybody is still avoiding facing this
because of widespread anti-nuclear sentiment.”
“People have fears of nuclear power in space,” continued Chang-Diaz, “but it’s
a fear that isn’t really based on any organized and clear assessment of the true risks
and costs.”
Comments Bruce Gagnon, coordinator of the Global Network Against Weapons
& Nuclear Power in Space: “Despite claims that ‘new’ and innovative technologies
are under development at NASA, the story remains much the same — push nuclear
power applications for future space missions. Obama is proving to be a major proponent of expansion of nuclear power — both here on Earth and in space. His ‘trip to an
asteroid and missions to Mars’ plan appears to be about reviving the role of nuclear
power in space. The nuclear industry must be cheering.”
Karl Grossman
Sag Harbor, New York
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